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KERALA STATE CONSUMER DISPUTES REDRESSAL COMMISSION SISUVIHARLANE
VAZHUTHACADU THIRUVANANTHAPURAM

 

CC.NO.91/14

JUDGMENT DATED : 27.09.2016

PRESENT

 

SRI.K.CHANDRADAS NADAR   : JUDICIAL MEMBER

SMT.A.RADHA                         : MEMBER

 

COMPLAINANT

Amina Annervaz,

W/o.Annervaz .K.M,

A1-Noor, 18/111,

Chevayur, Kozhikode,

Kerala – 673017

 

(By Adv.Sri.Enoch David Simon Joel & others)

Vs

OPPOSITE PARTIES

1. Cryobanks International India Pvt Ltd,

Having registered office at

Plot No.31, Institutional Area,

Sector -44, Gurgaon,

Haryana – 122002

Rep.by its Chairperson,

Mrs.Dhara Jaipuria

 

2. Mrs.Dhara Jaipuria,

Chairperson,

Cryobanks International India Pvt Ltd,
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Having registered office at

Plot No.31, Institutional Area,

Sector -44, Gurgaon,

Haryana – 122002

 

3.Dr.C.V.Nerikar,

Chief Executive Officer,

Cryobanks International India Pvt Ltd,

Having registered office at

Plot No.31, Institutional Area,

Sector -44, Gurgaon,Haryana – 122002

4.Mr.Shine,

Branch Manager,

Cryobanks International India Pvt Ltd,

26/37 A, Pulikotil Arcade,

Govindapuram, Kozhikkode - 673016

 

        5. Mrs.Dhanya Manoj,

        Collection Agent,

Cryobanks International India Pvt Ltd,

26/37 A, Pulikotil Arcade,

Govindapuram, Kozhikkode – 673016

 

(R1 to R5 by Adv.Smt.R.Mani)

JUDGMENT

SRI.K.CHANDRADAS NADAR   : JUDICIAL MEMBER

        This is a complaint filed under section 17 of the Consumer Protection Act. The allegations in the
complaint in brief are the following. The first opp.party is a joint venture which purports to provide high
quality umbilical cord blood stem cell processing and storage for both private and public donation purposes.
Opp.parties 2 & 3 are the Chairperson and Chief Executive Officer of the venture. Opp.parties 4 & 5 are
respectively the Branch Manager and the Collection Agent of the first opp.party at Kozhikode. In September
2013 the first opp.party approached the complainant with attractive offers and the complainant and her
husband who wanted to store the stem cells of their first child in order to safeguard, the child selected the
penta power plan offered by the opp.parties. The complainant was led to believe that the umbilical cord and
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the cord blood would be collected under the supervision of an agent of the first opp.party and the same would
be sent to their Delhi Office for storage on the same day. The collected umbilical cord and cord blood would
be stored using SEPAX method which is completely automated. Complainant was informed that after the
testing and storing process complainant would receive a certificate of receipt within a week. It would state
whether sufficient cord blood was collected and if it was storable. The complainant was further assured that
within a month after delivery the baby would be tested for a range of diseases which was to be provided
under the neo screen programme provided under the penta power plan.

        2.     When the complainant specifically informed the fifth opp.party that her delivery was scheduled to
take place at the IQRAA Hospital, Kozhikode under the supervision of attending gynaecologist
Dr.Sulochana, the firth opp.party assured the complainant that the hospital of delivery was not an issue and
the fifth opp.party was previously acquainted with Dr.sulochana. The fifth opp.party informed the
complainant that once contract was finalised and executed she would contact and apprise the staff and
attending gynaecologist about the procedure for collection of stem cell. The complainant was further assured
that the fifth opp.party would be personally present during delivery to give sufficient assistance for collection
of the stem cell and to give necessary instructions to the doctors and nurses.  Accordingly agreement dated
10.05.2013 was executed and advance amount of Rs.10,000/- was paid as registration fees. 12 post dated
cheques for Rs.5416/- each were also handed over the fifth opp.party. After execution of the agreement
complainant was provided with a kit containing certain bags and tools for collection of the umbilical cord and
cord blood.

        3.     The complainant developed labour pain on 01.10.2013 in the morning and the fifth opp.party was
informed about it around 10.am.on the same day. The complainant was admitted in the IQRAA Hospital,
Kozhikode for delivery at 10.30. am on 01.10.2013. Complainant’s husband was updating the opp.parties
through phone regarding the progress of delivery and fifth opp.party assured that she would be present at the
time of delivery. Complainant delivered a baby at about 7.p.m on 01.10.2013.But contrary to the assurance
the fifth opp.party was not present at the time of delivery. Instead the fifth opp.party sent a delivery boy who
did not even know the contents of the kit and was only informed as to where the kit was to be collected and
delivered. As a result, none of the doctors or nurses involved knew what was to be done. Complainant lying
on delivery table was forced to instruct them on what was to be collected. But she was not aware what
exactly was to be done. The attending gynaecologist had collected cord blood previously but only in the
presence of the agent of the first opp.party who was personally present. The situation caused great mental
stress and agony to the complainant and her husband. They lost their only opportunity to collect stem cells
which they hoped would safeguard their child from undesirable medical condition in future. Subsequently,
after repeated calls by the husband of the complainant opp.parties 4 & 5 came to the house of the
complainant and tendered apology. They also issued a letter of apology dated 24.10.2013 .In spite of the
admitted callousness opp.parties have not bothered to refund the amount of Rs.10,000/- collected by them.
On the contrary they sent message via S.M.S informing the complainant that they would be presenting the
cheqeus handed over to them on the appointed dates every month. There upon the complainant cancelled the
post dated cheques and the same was informed to the opp.parties via e-mail. There after the post dated
cheques were returned to the complainant. As a result of lack of proper care and caution from the opp.parties
the complainant suffered irreparable injury, hardships and loss. Complainant and her husband lost the only
chance of storing the cord blood of their first child. The above acts of the opp.parties amount to deficiency in
service and unfair trade practice. The opp.parties are liable to refund the amount of Rs.10,000/- collected
from the complainant at the time of executing the complaint and further are liable to compensate the
complainants . To the notice issued through the lawyer of the complainant reply was sent raising untenable
contentions. The complainant claims compensation of Rs.one crore from the opposite parties.

        4.     Opp.parties 1 to 5 filed joint version styled as reply which is longwinded argumentative and
repetitive. The contentions raised are opp.party no.1 is a Private limited company incorporated under the
Company’s Act 1956 and engaged in the business of cord blood and stem cell banking throughout India and
internationally and is enjoying a good reputation among the medical fraternity and public at large. Agreement
is entered into between the complainant and opp.party No.1. No agreement is entered into with opposite
parties 2 to 5. Hence there is no privity of contract between opposite parties 2 to 5 and the complainant. The
complainant cannot have cause of action against them. They are not service providers and the provisions of
the Consumer Protection Act are not available against opposite parties 2 to 5. They cannot be held personally
liable. Op.No.5 is a graduate in history and an employee of the first opp.party. The allegation that opp.party
No.5 promised that she would be present at the time of delivery is denied.
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        5.     The first opp.party had provided the complainant a kit for collection of the umbilical cord blood,
cord tissue and maternal blood. The said kit contained instructions for collection of the same. As per the
regulations of the Drugs Controller General of India cord blood collection shall be performed by a registered
medical practitioner or designee under the direct supervision of registered medical practitioner. The same
medical set up had earlier collected sample successfully at the time of delivery. Cord blood was collected by
the registered medical practitioner chosen by the complainant herself. It is admitted by complainant that the
registered medical practitioner so appointed by her failed to collect cord blood in sufficient quantity as
required for storage. The agreement specifies the requirement of sufficient quantity of cord blood and cord
tissue for processing and storage. In all probability in the case of the complainant the cord blood collected
from the complainant by the medical professionals appointed by her in the IQRAA Hospital was in low
volume and because of that the cord blood was not suitable for processing and storage. But the complainant
is putting blame on the opp.parties. As per the contract entered into between the parties only testing,
processing and storage of umbilical cord blood stem cells and not the collection of product is covered. The
services to be provided by the first opp.party starts only after receipt of maternal blood and the umbilical
cord. In the contract nowhere it is provided that the opp.parties are liable to collect the umbilical cord blood
stem cells which was always in the knowledge of the complainant. Opp.Party no.5 being a relationship
executive is neither authorised by opp.party No.1 nor competent to assist any registered medical practitioner
for collection of cord blood at the time of delivery of the child. In fact, such a person is restrained by
government regulations from doing so. Even if opp.party No.5 was present at the time of delivery with a
view to assist the complainant’s doctor there would not have been any value addition in obtaining sufficient
quantity of cord blood.

        6.     As per clause 22.2 of the agreement between the parties courts at Gurgaon (Haryana) alone have
jurisdiction to adjudicate the dispute that has arisen between the parties. The attempt of the complainant is
only to extract exorbitant money from the opp.parties. The compensation claimed is not commensurate with
the loss or damages allegedly suffered by the complainant. The dispute between the parties can be properly
adjudicated only after taking detailed evidence of the parties and therefore cannot be tried before the
consumer commission where complaints are adjudicated by summary trial only. The complainant has failed
to make out a case of deficiency in service. The complainant had agreed to grant consent to medical
professionals attending birth to perform collection and the complainant further undertook the responsibility to
transport the sample from the place of birth of the child to the laboratory of the first opp.party. It was the
clear responsibility of the complainant to arrange collection of umbilical cord blood stem cell of the new born
baby  as per the detailed instructions provided with the kit and preserve the same through the medical
professional engaged by the complainant for performing delivery and provide the same to the opp.party. In
the present case the complainant has failed to do so.

        7.     The advance amount of Rs.10,000/- which includes Rs.5000/- towards registration charges paid by
the complainant at the time of executing the agreement was adjusted against the total dues of rupees.30,000/-
and an amount of Rs.20,000/- is still due from the complainant. Proper reply was issued to the notice issued
to the opp.parties through the lawyer of the complainant. It is surprising that the registered medical
practitioner could not collect the sample this time as in the past instance which was done successfully. The
opp.parties were not contractually bound to be present nor had they assured their presence at the time of
delivery. Though not obliged to do so, as a goodwill gesture the first opp.party had assured the complainant
that they would be providing the complainant certain benefits without any further charges. There was no
deficiency in service or unfair trade practice on the part of the opp.parties. Hence the complaint is liable to be
dismissed.

        8.     On the allegations in the complaint and the contentions raised by the opposite parties, the following
points arise for determination.

1. Whether the opp.parties have committed deficiency in service as alleged in the complaint ?

2. Whether this commission has jurisdiction to entertain the complaint?

3. What are the reliefs if any to be granted to the complainant?

        9.     The evidence consists of the deposition of the complainant as PW1, Exts. A1 to A4 marked on the
side of the complainant, deposition of one witness examined on the side of the opposite parties as DW1 and
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Exts. B1 to B7 marked on the side of the opp.parties.

Point No.1

        10.   Admittedly, the first opp.party is a private limited company engaged in the business of cord blood
and stem cell banking throughout India. Ext.A1 is the agreement executed between the complainant and first
opp.party whereby it was agreed that at the time of delivery of the first child of the complainant cord blood
and stem cells would be collecte, tested, processed and stored for the purpose of future needs. The grievance
of the complainant is that though she was made to believe that fifth of the opp.party the agent of the first
opp.party would be personally present at the time of delivery and umbilical cord and cord blood would be
collected under the direct supervision of the fifth opp.party, the fifth opp.party was absent at the time of
delivery though the hospital where the complainant was admitted for delivery and the progress of labour were
informed promptly to the fifth opp.party. This is the main deficiency in service alleged by the complainant.
As a result, when the complainant delivered the baby at 7 p.m.on 01.10.2013, the doctors and nurses who
attended the delivery could not collect sufficient cord blood because they did not know what exactly was to
be done. This has created mental agony and stress to the complainant and her husband. Further they lost the
only opportunity to collect stem cells of their first child for future needs.

        11.   The opp.parties contend that there was no assurance or agreement that the fifth opp.party would be
personally present to collect cord blood. It was for the complainant to arrange collection of umbilical cord
blood and blood stem cells of the new born baby as per the detailed instructions provided in the kit supplied
to the complainant as per the agreement and preserve the same through the medical professional engaged by
the complainant for performing delivery. The complainant had agreed to grant consent to the medical
professional attending the birth to perform collection and the complainant further undertook the
responsibility to transport the sample from the place of child birth to the laboratory of the first opp.party. The
fifth opp.party lacks the expertise to collect the cord blood. The fifth opp.party is a mere graduate in history
and not a medical professional. So the question is whether as per Ext.A1 agreement the first opp.party was
bound only to test process and store umbilical cord blood stem cells and cord blood. The argument is raised
on the basis of the preface to Ext.A1 agreement. But this is not the only provision to be looked into .Clause
5.3 of the agreement reads thus “in case of non availability of our collection representative in interior
locations during collection client needs to appoint the physician and make payment to the physician for
conducting the delivery of the baby, collection of specimens”. As per clause 5.4 the complainant had a duty
to keep informed the opp.parties of its address hospital address where delivery is to be conducted and the due
date of the delivery of the baby and any changes there to. The opp.parties have no case that the complainant
had failed in her duty in terms of clause 5.4. As per clause 5.5 the complainant should assist in the
arrangement for transport of specimen to the facility. Cryo banks would own the responsibility in all the 
major locations which would be confirmed during the time of registration and in case client moves to any
remote place during the time of delivery then client owns the entire responsibility of collection and transport
of the specimens and ensure that it reaches within 48 hours from the delivery time. As per clause 5.6 clients
should inform cryo banks prior to the delivery time to cryo banks so that the requisite arrangements of
collection can be made wherever applicable. It is the duty of the client to carry the cryo banks collection kit
that is provided on enrolment, confirmation and consent for collection of umbilical cord blood and / or
umbilical cord tissue during the time of delivery. Clause 7.1 is also in a way relevant. It provides for
registration fee of Rs.5000/- testing and processing fees of Rs.35,000/- and provides for storage fees as per
plan. Then it is provided that these charges are specific charges for the collection transport and preservation
of stem cells for a tenure of 21 years along with all the commitments and offerings made specified in the
agreement.

        12.   In the light of the above provisions in the agreement it is idle to contend that the first opp.party has
no liability at all to depute its representative for collection of the umbilical cord blood and stem cells. No
doubt it is the gynaecologist who attends the delivery has the expertise to make the process of collection but
the agreement is that the first opp.party owns the responsibility in all the major locations to assist in the
arrangement for transport of specimen to their facility. An exception is made in the case of interior locations.
In complainant’s case she delivered the baby in a hospital in a major city of Kerala not in a hospital situated
in an interior location. So the first opp.party very much under took to ensure that their representative would
be personally present to supervise the collection of umbilical cord and cord blood at the time of delivery. The
first opp.party has no case that the fifth opp.party was not their representative deputed to supervise collection
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of cord blood and cord tissue. So the absence of their authorised representative at the crucial time amounts to
deficiency in service and the first opp.party is vicariously liable for the same. 

        13.   It is also pertinent to mention that the first opp.party had admittedly issued Ext.A2
‘declaration’          (same as Ext.B5 produced by the opp.parties) dated 24.10.2012. While thanking the
complainant for choosing the first opp.party for stem cell banking, the first opp.party wanted to convey “their
heartiest apologies for the incidence that happened” and assured that, that would not stand to be a part of their
standard service commitments. As an act of contrition, they would be providing the complainant with certain
benefits mentioned in Ext.A2. The letter styled as declaration concluded thus “with this gesture from our
side, we hope to build back the trust on us and also with this we assure that we have ever been committed to
the best of service standards and such incidences are taken on high priority”.

        14.   Ext.A2 only confirms that there was failure on the part of the first opp.party to do things they ought
to have done as per the agreement and thus confirms that fifth opp.party’s absence at the time of delivery
contrary to the assurance was the incident that caused mistrust of the complainant in the first opp.party.
Ext.A2 indicates that deficiency in service did happen on the part of the first opp.party. Hence the point is
found in favour of the complainant.

Point No.2

        15.   One of the contentions raised by the opp.parties is that this commission has no jurisdiction to
entertain the complaint. The argument is based on clause 22 of Ext.A1 agreement. Clause 22.1 provides that
in the event any dispute arises between the parties, the dispute shall be settled by arbitration in accordance
with the Arbitration and Conciliation Act 1996. Clause 22.2 provides that courts of Gurgoan (Haryana) shall
have jurisdiction. No doubt the first opp.party offered to provide service by way of cryo banking. It is already
held that there was deficiency in service on the part of the first opp.party. The specific allegation in the
complaint is that the first opp.party contacted the complainant and her husband and placed attractive offers to
them who were planning the delivery of the complainant. It was accordingly Ext.A1 agreement was executed.
The place of agreement is not mentioned in Ext.A1 but in view of the fact that the complainant was
permanently residing at Kozhikkode within kerala and the delivery also took place in a hospital in
kozhikkode town, the major portion of the cause of action arose within the state of Kerala. Admittedly, the
first opp.party is engaged in the business in cryo banking throughout India which includes Kerala. So it
cannot be said that this commission has no territorial jurisdiction to entertain the complaint .The question is
how far clause 22 of Ext.A1 can oust the jurisdiction of this commission. No doubt, the dispute between the
parties is one which attracts the provisions of the Consumer Protection Act. So the provisions of the
Arbitration and conciliation Act cannot be invoked as a matter of right and the parties cannot contract out of
the jurisdiction of this commission. From the agreement it can be seen that the registered office of the first
opp.party is at New Delhi. The cause of action for the complaint arose within the state at kerala. It is not
known how a Haryana court would get even concurrent jurisdiction. Under the above circumstances, even by
agreement the parties cannot confer jurisdiction on Haryana court or oust the jurisdiction of this commission.
So the contentions based on clause 22 of Ext.A1 agreement are devoid of merit.

        16.   It is also contended that detailed evidence is required to adjudicate the disputes between the parties.
Hence it is appropriate that a civil court decides the matter. From the discussion of point no.1 itself it is
obvious that such an argument is without merit. Hence point no.2 is found in favour of the complainant.

Point No.3

        17.   In view of the affirmative finding on Point No.1 the quantum of compensation as well as the
liability of the opp.parties arise for consideration. The opp.parties have contention that the agreement is
between the complainant and the first opp.party and there is no privity of contract between opp.parties 2 to 5 .
Therefore, they are not liable in their personal capacity. Further the first opp.party is a private limited
company and opp.parties 2 to 5 are either the directors or the officers of the company. For that reason also
they are not personally liable. The liability of a Private Limited Company is in terms of the provisions of the
Company’s Act. The precise extent of liability of opp.parties 2 to 5 arises only in case execution of any order
to be passed cannot be taken against the first opp.party. Being a private limited company it acts through its
officers like opp.parties 2 to 5 and it cannot be said that they are not answerable at all if compensation is not
paid from the funds of the private limited company.
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        18.   Coming to the quantum of compensation it is          pertinent to mention that the use of umbilical
cord blood and cord tissue is an emerging branch of medical science. At present, it cannot be said that cryo
banking is not useful at all. It is very useful in treating diseases like blood cancer and born marrow cancer. It
cannot also be said that the complainant suffered no loss as a result of the failure to collect sufficient cord
blood. It is not a disputed fact that sufficient cord blood and cord tissue cannot be collected. The opp.parties
have no case that sufficient cord blood or cord tissue could not be collected for reasons beyond the control of
the attending doctors other than the lack of personal supervision by the fifth opp.party. Under the above
circumstances the complainant is entitled to claim reasonable compensation. Regarding the actual quantum
there is no clear indication and a large amount of guess work is involved. If the child grows healthy the
requirement of stem cell may not arise at all. On the contrary, in the event of certain diseases developing the
stem cells may be of immense value. Clause 11.5 of Ext.A1 agreement provides for compensation payable by
the first opp.party    in case of certain contingencies. Rs.10,00,000/- is considered by the parties as reasonable
compensation . In the light of the indication provided by the parties themselves we are inclined to fix
Rs.10,00,000/- as reasonable compensation payable by the opp.parties to the complainant. The point is found
accordingly.

        In the result, the complaint is allowed in part. The opp.parties are directed to pay to the complainant
Rs.10,00,000/- (Ten Lakhs only) as compensation for the deficiency in service committed by them and
Rs.10,000/- as costs. The amounts shall be paid within two months from the date of receipt of copy of the
order, failing which the compensation amount of Rs.10,00,000/- would carry interest at the rate of 9% per
annum from the date o f complaint till date of payment.  

 

K.CHANDRADAS NADAR : JUDICIAL MEMBER

 

 

A.RADHA : MEMBER

 

APPENDIX

List of witness for the complainant

PW1                         - Aneervaz

List of exhibits for the complainant

Ext.A1                      - Copy of Agreement

Ext.A2                      - Copy of Declaration

Ext.A3                      - Advocate letter to opposite parties

Ext.A4                      - Letter from Cryobanks to the complainant

List of witness for the opposite parties

DW1                         - Anil Hota

 

 

List of exhibits for the opposite parties
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Ext.B1                     - Memo filed by the opposite parties

Ext.B2                     - Bank Details

Ext.B3                     - Agreement

Ext.B4                     - Instructions for collection of Umbilical cord

                                   blood details

Ext.B5                     - Declaration

Ext.B6                     - Copy of letter from complainant’s counsel

Ext.B7                     - Cryobanks letter to the complainant

 

K.CHANDRADAS NADAR : JUDICIAL MEMBER

 

A.RADHA : MEMBER

Be/
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